In recent years the technique of EPRt spectroscopy has been of utility in character!-zing the enzyme; the first contribution of the cethod was the observation of an axially 3 symmetric resonance close to g = 2 with values similar to cupric resonances observed with Type 1 copper proteins and although the EPR assigned to cu 2 + in cytochrome oxidase exhibits 4 no hyperfine splitting at g 11 the spectrum can be simulated . by assuming that the hyperfine splitting constant is only about one-sixth of the normal value. Such a marked reduction in the hyperfine interaction has yet to be explained. This resonance disappears on addition of reductants and the rate of both this process and.the production of this copper resonance by ~ddition of oxygen to reduced protein is very rapid, A second species identified by EPR is a low-spin heme resonance present in the .A second puzzling property of resting cytochrome oxidase is i.ts poor reactivity with reagents classically recognized as effective ferric heme ligands. For example, while the ' -2 -reaction of the oxidase with sodium azide is rapid, the magnitude of the changes in the 7 visible spectrum is extremely small and make it quite unlikely that the reaction of the azide is with a heme iron, This process is in strong contrast to the ready reaction of partially reduced oxidase with azide which results in the conversion of a high-spin EPR signal to low-spin demonstrating that reaction is indeed with a heme iron under these conditioT;J,s. Cyanide 8 and sulfid~ behave f'imilarly and it seems credible that the heme sites in the resting oxidase are blocked, but, upon reduction, a structural change occurs which exposes the liganding site to exogenous reagents. Alternatively, with ve~y long incubation times~ reaction of exogenous. ligands with the small, steady-state concentration of conformationally relaxed molecules might occur.
It is the purpose of this communication to utilize recent information from MCDt spectroscopy to provide a model for cytochrome oxidase which accounts for much of the currently available information on the chemical and physical properties of this enzyme.
The Soret region HCD spectrum of ferricytochrome oxidase exhibits a derivative-shaped curve with a zero-crossing near 428 nm (Fig. 1) , and the temperature dependence of the 10 spectrum establishes that it is composed predominantly of Faraday £ terms • It has been shown for other hemeprotein systems that the amplitude of this HCD band is a function of the amount of low-spin hemichrome present 11 , and by comparison of our data on cytochrome oxidase with that obtained on model heme a compounds we estimate that approximately 50% of the heme a in the oxidase is in the lm-1-spin state 10 • \~e interpret this observation to mean that ferricytochroce oxidase contains one iow-spin (S = 1/2) heme a and one high-spin (S 5/2) heme a.
On reduction, the MCD in the Soret region changes sign and becomes more intense (Fig. 1) ; it also exhibits a temperature dependence indicating that it arises from a 10 paramagnetic center
The shape of the HCD spectrum is very similar to that observed for high spin deoxymyoglobin 11 and deoxyhemoglobin 12 , but the intensity on a total heme a basis is approximately half that found for these proteins. Low spin ferrous heme centers exhibit variable MCD intensity in the Soret region, but their diamagnetic contributions to -3 - the spectra can be resolved from low temperature experiments, We interpret these results to mean that ferrocytochrome oxidase possesses one low-spin (S = 0) heme a and one high-spin (S = 2) heme a.
The simplest interpretation of this data is that both oxidized and reduced cytochrome oxidase contains one high-spin and one low-spin heme and that these heroes are chemically the same in both valence states; that is to. sa:, the heme that is high-spin in the oxidized oxidase is also high-spin. in the reduced enzyme, Figure 2 we outline a schematic representation for cytochrome oxidase which incorporates this idea and allows us to semiquantitatively explain much of the currently available data.
We propose that the basic unit comprises one low-spin ferrihemoprotein, one magnetically isolated Cu 2 + and an antiferromagnetically spin-coupled dimer comprising a cupric ion and a high-spin ferrihemoprotein.
We equate the lo1~-spin ferrihemoprotein with cytochrome ~ as is common practice and 16 assign it the most positive value for a reduction potential • The nature of the axial ligands X and Y coordinating the iron are not determined but are of sufficient ligand field strength to favor the low-spin state.
2+ . The EPR detectable CuA must have an unusual coordination geometry for not only are its g-valucs closer to two than for any other copper protein but its hyperfine splitting constant is so soall that the hyperfine pattern is totally of a weak-field sixth ligand cannot be ruled out but this has no immediate be'aring on our scheme.) is assigned a reduction potential comparable to cytochrome a, cytochrome
is assigned a more negative potential, closer to uA
;,,r t} seem to, be the most plausible, accounting for more than 80% of the observed ~usceptibility, the un~ertainty depending on the magnitude of the contribution of orbital angular momentum to the S = 2 antiferromagnetically coupled dimer. 2+ As the enzyme becomes reduced and the coupling between the CuB and cytochrome a 3 becomes broken the contribution to the magnetic susceptibility from the copper-iron pair increases at the same time as the contribution from cytochrome a decreases: the former effect should dominate so that a small increase in paramagnetic susceptibility is expected during the early part of a reductive titration, ·As the titration proceeds, however, the reduction of C 2 + UB to the diamagnetic cuprous·form and cytochrome.a 3 to the'high-spin ferrous form should lead to a lowering of the total susceptibility below the original value; this effect is exemplified in Fig. 4 (right). The susceptibility of the reduced oxidase will then b~ that of the S = 2 high-spin ferrous cytochrome; typically hi~h-spin (Fig. 4) . In In the presence of ATP, the potential of the a 3 • CO compound varies wit~ the concentration of CO, as expected, but the Nernst plot exhibits a n = 2, implying that the electron transfer process utilizes two electrons. One can easily shm~ that the ordered ' 2+ addition of two electrons to the CuB • a 3 pair leads to Nernst plots with a slope of 1 .. 2+ when Eo"' for a 3 is less than Eo for CuB (no CO), a slope of 2 when Eo"'for a 3 is greater .. oxidase. This enzyme is, however, much more complex than might be inferred from the preceeding discussion. Thus it is attractive to speculate that the twin devices of establishing cytochrome a 3 as the least oxidizing conponent and the conformational change subsequent to reduction exist to ensure that reduced oxidase will normally not react with oxygen until the enzyme is fully reduced, thus avoiding pathological side reactions.
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The proposal of structures such as those embodied in Fig. 2 are a necessary first step for any quantitative characterization of this enzyme and, as a very minimum, suggest a variety of feasible experiments which can be used to probe the validity of such structures and, in so doing, provide additional valuable insight into the properties of this enzyme. 
